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this book came to my rescue yesterday morning. it is so sad that nobody knows about it. i am
an irishman living in india the book is about the greatest indian playwright,kalidasa. i am at
the start of my study of sanskrit and i had a strange dream last night. i saw a man in india's
version of khaki uniform and a black beret walking through a large city. i knew immediately
that the man was kalidasa. he was walking along a street that was jammed with people. but
he didn't see or acknowledge anyone on the street. he just walked down the street. he was
totally unaware of his surroundings. the point of this dream was that kalidasa's work is so
powerful that it is really inaccessible to most people. this is very relevant to this book which
i've just begun to read. i am fascinated that such an important person in the history of
literature has so little written about him. he lived in the fourth century bc. the book i've just
read is written in the third century ad. it's a great job, you did very well. i look forward to
reading more. thanks again for your time. i have read at least 4 of his plays, all of which are
now available in english translation. (the only exception is devayani, which has been lost). so i
have a solid knowledge of his oeuvre. i find this site very useful, i have often downloaded
books from here. i often re-read the books but i get stuck on certain sections where they
explain the intricacies of a particular play. i am sure that the comments here would be very
useful. i would like to thank you for the wonderful service you are providing.
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i am hoping in time to find an early editions of complete cc and sb in time. right now i only
have a newer sb, but i have a first edition single-volume cc, which was published on the 7th
anniversary of the disappearance day of srila prabhupada (it doesnt show an actual year).

that sounds like 1984 to me, so i am wondering if this version is the same text as the original.
it does not have any sanskrit at all, only english, but as a reference and maybe for a quicker
first-time read it seemed useful. it was only around $5 at a used book store (i felt so lucky to

find it!). namaskarams. i am a 72 year old student of sanskrit. i have as a paper to write. i
have the book edited with the nagesvari commentary by sri harisankara sharma. i have also
downloaded the book with english translation from archives.org. as i have missed quite a few

classes and as i am not able to follow the text, given my limited knowledge of sanskrit, i
wonder if you can recommend some site or book which would make understanding a bit more
easier. you have a wonderful collection of books and i wish i had seen it earlier. thanks a lot
mohana moorthy i do like the site. i find it very interesting. i love reading hindu ideas and

beliefs. i am a christian. i am a christian christian. i am a christian christian christian. yes. but
iskcons printed version of caitanya-caritmrta is not very changed. it has some changes, but
not many however they have made many more changes and the current digital version they

have is quite different, i am not sure if they have printed this or not. bbt policy is every
printing must be different. so they have a policy of changing prabhupadas books every time
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they print them, guaranteeing that every printing is further and further away from the original
teachings of srila prabhupada. so the solution is to get srila prabhupadas original books:
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